Champagne Bottle

1 x Bottle Part 1
1 x Bottle Part 2
Remaining pieces to decorate as desired (optional)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cut the files in the quantities stated above in your chosen cardstock.
Take the Bottle Part 1 piece and gently crease the longest sections along the score lines.
Glue the two long sides together using the longest tab.
Crease the top tabs inwards and glue the sides together using the tabs. This will create a taper towards the neck of the
bottle.
Glue the octagonal base section to the bottom of the bottle using the tabs.
Take the largest Bottle Part 2 piece and working from the centre, glue the side tabs together to create the bottle neck shape.
Glue the small piece to the top of this to complete.
Glue the completed Bottle Part 2 neck section to the main Bottle Part 1 section.
Decorate the completed bottle with the Bottle Neck Wrap, Rosette, and Celebrate label if desired.

Champagne Flute

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cut the Champagne Flute file in your desired card stock.
Take the largest piece and glue together at the tabs, creasing the shortest sections slightly inwards at the score line. This will
create the glass section of the flute.
Take the long thin piece and crease along the long score lines and glue together using the longest tab. This will be the stem
of the flute.
Take the remaining piece, crease gently along the score lines and glue together using the tab. This will be the base of the
glass.
Take the stem and slot one of the end tab sections into the bottom of the glass piece and glue in place using the tabs.
Take the other end of the stem and slot this into the hole in the base piece and glue in place using the tabs.

Cutting Guide
This is a guide for how many of each file is required for each design. If the design does not feature here you are only required to cut
one file of your desired design.
Cake Stand
Stand 1 x 1
Stand 2 x 1
Tier x 1
Champagne Bottle
Bottle Part 1 x 1
Bottle Part 2 x 1
Optional to decorate
Bottle Neck Wrap x 1
Celebrate Label x 1
Rosette x 1
Champagne Flute x 1
Exploding Box Cards
Box		
		
		

Back x 1
Front and Sides x 1
Mat x 3 (optional)

Explosions
		
		

1x1
2x1
Mats as required

Pineapple
Base and Top x 1
Pineapple x 10
Ice Cream
Cone Base x 1
Cone x 8
Ice Cream x 8
Flake x 1
Ice Cream Van
For the Bunting cut as many as desired, for the remaining files
cut one of each.

Cutting Guide
Martini Glass
Glass x 1
Stem and Base x 1
Popcorn Cart
Cut one of each file
Star Lantern
Back x 1
Front x 1
Sides x

Dress Favour Box

1.

Cut one of each file in your chosen card stock.

2.

Make up the box piece by folding along the score lines and gluing together using the tabs.

3.

Take the medium dress part and mat to one side of the largest dress piece, this will be the front.

4.

Take the smallest dress piece and mat this to the dress front at the waist of the skirt.

5.

Stick the waistband piece to the waist of the skirt.

6.

Take the dress piece and stick the front dress side to one of the longest sides of the box.

7.

Stick the back dress piece to the other side of the box.

Exploding Box Cards

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cut one of each of the Box files, one of each of the 1 and 2 files, and Mat files as desired.
Take the Front and Sides piece and crease along the score lines. The detailed sections will fold outwards when the card is
opened and the plain sections will form the sides of the box.
Stick the two end pieces of the plain side areas to the tabs at the bottom of the Back piece.
If using Mat layers, stick these to pieces 1 and 2 now.
Take Explosion piece 1 and stick to the inside of the two side areas of the box, this should sit roughly in the middle of the
box.
Take Explosion piece 2 and stick this in front of piece 1, roughly halfway in the remaining gap.

If using the plain box, make up the basic box shape, decorate your explosion panels as desired, and position these as in steps 5 and
6.

Ice Cream Van

Cut one of each file in the Ice Cream, Mat Layers, Van, and Wheels folders in your chosen card stock and as many Bunting pieces as
desired (optional).
Van
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Take the Roof piece and gently crease along the score lines. Curve the two shortest end sections slightly to help them follow
the curve of the long side sections and glue together using the tabs.
Take one of the side pieces and using the tabs, glue the front piece to the bonnet and windscreen area, curving slightly to
follow the line of the bonnet.
Glue the back piece to the rear of the side piece using the tabs.
Take the largest Base piece and glue the shortest section of this to the Front piece using the long end tab.
Curve the middle section of this to follow the line of the wheel arch and glue in place using the tabs.
Glue the remaining section to the middle of the Side piece.
Take the shortest Base piece and glue to the long tab remaining on the longest Base piece.

Ice Cream Van
8.
9.
10.
11.

As with the first wheel arch, curve the section with multiple tabs along the wheel arch area and glue in place.
Glue the remaining section in place to the Side and Back piece.
Take the remaining side piece and glue to the remaining tabs at the sides of the Front, Back, and Base pieces.
Glue the Roof piece to the completed van leaving enough space between the windows and the roof to accommodate the
window mat layers.

Wheels
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Take one of the Tyre Tread pieces and glue to one of the Tyre Side pieces by curling around the edge and gluing the tabs to
secure.
Glue another Tyre Side to the opposite side to complete the tyre shape.
Mat one of the smallest Hub Cap pieces to one of the larger Hub Cap pieces then mat this to the completed tyre.
Repeat with the remaining pieces so there are four tyres in total.
Glue the completed wheels in to the wheel arch areas of the completed van.

Ice Cream
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Take the largest net from the Ice Cream file. To help create the shape, starting at the longest piece of each section of the net
(the outside areas) skip the first score lines then mountain and valley crease along the score lines. Glue the sections 		
together using the side tabs.
Take the smallest piece of the Ice Cream file and glue together at the side tab to create the top point of the ice cream. Glue
this to the top of the completed ice cream shape from step 1, ensuring the tabs are concealed on the inside.
Take the largest Cone piece and glue together using the tabs, this will create a cone shape with a flat side that will be used
to glue the cone to the roof.
Take the remaining cone piece and mountain crease along the score lines and glue together using the side tab. Glue this
piece to the cone piece completed in step 3.
Glue the ice cream to the cone using the bottom tabs on the ice cream piece to complete.
Glue this to the roof of the completed van using the flat side of the cone.

To finish the van stick the mat layers to the relevant areas as indicated by the file names and decorate with bunting as desired.

Ice Cream

Cone Base x 1
Cone x 8
Ice Cream x 8
Flake x 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cut the files in the quantities stated above in your chosen cardstock.
Take the Cone pieces and glue the sides together using the tabs.
Take the Ice Cream pieces and working from the pointed end, valley and mountain fold each piece to help create the ice
cream shape.
Glue the Ice Cream pieces tougher using the tabs at the sides.
Glue the ice cream into the cone using the tabs at the bottom of the ice cream piece.
Glue the Cone Base piece to the bottom of the cone.
Assemble the flake by gluing together using the tabs – this will create a long rectangular box shape with a slant at one end.
Stick the flake to the ice cream using the slanted end of the flake.

Martini Glass

1 x Glass
1 x Stem and Base
1
1
2
3
4
5

Cut the files in the quantities stated above in your chosen cardstock.
Take the glass piece and gently crease along the score lines and glue the ends together using the long tab.
Take the long thin piece from the Stem and Base file and crease along the long score lines and glue together using the
longest tab. This will be the stem of the glass.
Take the remaining Stem and Base piece and crease gently along the score lines and glue together using the tab. This will be
the base of the glass.
Take the stem and slot one of the end tab sections into the bottom of the glass piece and glue in place using the tabs.
Take the other end of the stem and slot this into the hole in the base piece and glue in place using the tabs.

Pineapple

1 x Base and Top
10 x Pineapple
Leaves as desired
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cut the files in the quantities stated above in your chosen cardstock.
Crease the pieces along the score lines to create a curved shape and glue the pieces together using the tabs at the sides.
Glue the large Base piece to the corresponding gap at the bottom of the pineapple section completed in step 2.
Glue the small Top piece to the remaining hole at the top of the pineapple.
Create the leafy section for the top of the pineapple by layering up the leaf pieces, starting with Leaf 1, then Leaf 2, then
Leaf 3. Curving the leaves and using multiple of each piece will help to create a fuller effect.

Popcorn Cart

1.

Cut one of each piece in the file, more Popcorn Boxes can be cut if desired.

2.

Take the Awning pieces and fold the largest piece along the score lines to create a tent shape. Glue the triangular Awning
pieces into the sides of this using the tabs.

3.

Mat the Awning Mat pieces to the completed Awning piece.

4.

Take the Cart 1 piece and make up by creasing along the score lines and gluing together using the tabs.

5.

Take the Cart Mat piece and mat this to the side of the cart. Additional star shapes can be cut to decorate if desired.

6.

Take one of each Wheel piece. Mat the small circle to the centre of the spokes. Mat the circular rim shape to spokes to create
a ‘tyre’ effect. Mat this section to the large solid circle. Repeat with the remaining wheel pieces. Glue the wheel pieces to the
sides of the Cart 1 piece, using the mat as a guide and ensuring the cart stands level.

7.

Take the Awning Strut pieces and fold along the score lines. Take one strut and glue into one of the inside corners of the
completed awning. Repeat with the remaining struts into the other three corners.

Popcorn Cart

8.

Slot the other end of the Awning Struts into the gaps in the four corners of the completed Cart 1 piece and glue in place,
ensuring the awning sits level.

9.

Take the Cart 2 piece and make up each section by gluing the tabs at the sides. Glue the smaller piece on top of the larger
piece – it will fit on like a lid. Glue this on top of the Cart 1 piece so it sits near one end, as shown in the picture.

10.

Make up the small popcorn box by gluing together using the side tabs and stick to the top of Cart 1. Additional boxes can
be added if desired.

Star Cut Out Box

Star Mat – optional detail, cut as many as desired
Lid and Base Side x 8
Lid and Base Top x 2
Side x 2
1.

Cut the files in the quantities stated above in your chosen card stock.

2.

Take the two Side pieces and glue together using the tabs at the sides.

3.

Take four of the Lid and Base Side pieces and glue together using the tabs at the sides. Repeat with the remaining four
pieces.

4.

Take one of the Lid and Base Top pieces and glue to the top of one of the completed Lid and Base Side pieces. Repeat with
the remaining top and side pieces. One of these sections will go on the top of the box to make a lid and one will go on the
bottom of the box to make a base.

5.

Add Star Mat Layer details if desired.

Star Lantern

Front x 1
Back x 1
Sides x 5
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cut the files in the quantities stated above in your chosen cardstock.
Take the Front piece of the light (the section with the small holes cut into it) and glue the Sides pieces to this using the
corresponding length sections to guide you.
If using lights install these now, sticking the lights over the holes in the front so they shine through.
Take the Back piece and glue on to the back of the structure. If you are using lights make sure the battery pack/ switch is
outside the star before you glue the back on.

Tiered Cake Boxes
Large Box
1 x Base Rim
2 x Lid Base and Top
6 x Sides
Medium Box
1 x Base Rim
2 x Lid Base and Top
2 x Sides
Small Box
1 x Base Rim
2 x Lid and Base
Cut the files above in the specified amounts.
Jam and Icing details optional, cut as required.

1.

Take the long Side pieces and glue to the one of the Lid or Base pieces using the tabs along the long side.

2.

Join the side pieces together by gluing using the tabs at the sides.

3.

Repeat the above two steps with the remaining Side and Lid or Base pieces. You should now have two separate completed
pieces, one will make the lid and one will make the base.

4.

Take one of the completed pieces, this will be the base. Glue the Base Rim along the top of the inside of the piece. The Base
Rim should sit half exposed above the top of the piece, creating a lip for the lid to sit on.

5.

Place the lid on the base to complete the box.

